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Abstract. A recently developed method for the restoration of motion-
blurred images is investigated and implemented for the special compli-
cated case of image blur due to sinusoidal vibrations. Sinusoidal vibra-
tions are analyzed in the context of blur identification and image
restoration. The extent of the blur and the optical transfer function (OTF)
are identified from the blurred image by a straightforward process with-
out the use of iterative techniques. The blurred image is restored using a
simple Wiener filter with the identified OTF. The main novel achievement
is the use of only a single vibrated blurred image as input information, on
which the restoration process is based. The various cases of blur types
that depend on the imaging conditions are considered. Examples of blur
identification and image restoration are presented. © 2000 Society of Photo-
Optical Instrumentation Engineers. [S0091-3286(00)01408-2]

Subject terms: motion blur; image vibration; blur identification; digital image res-
toration; image motion.
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1 Introduction

Mechanical vibrations characterized by sinusoidal mot
exist primarily in imaging systems that include circular m
tion such as that of an engine. This is common in ca
such as airborne or vehicular imaging systems. In s
cases, the vibrations often limit the image resolution a
target acquisition.

A common model for motion-blurred image formation
a linear, space-invariant blur effect. Such a model is pr
tical and usually satisfying. Simple filters used to resto
blurred images require knowledge of the blur function re
resented by the point spread function~PSF! or its Fourier
transform, the optical transfer function1,2 ~OTF!. If the mo-
tion ~temporal! function is knowna priori or can be physi-
cally measured by a motion sensor, it can be used to ca
late the blur function.2,3 However, such information is
usually not available. When consecutive frames of a vid
signal are available, a method to identify the blur caused
vibrations was developed.4 The drawback is that knowl
edge about specific characteristics in the image is requi
Here, we consider image restoration of a single ima
without any knowledge or measurement of the function
motion. Vibrational motion blur is an especially difficu
problem and an especially important one to solve.

Wide research during the last four decades conside
the problem of restoration of images blurred by moti
where only a single image is given and the blur function
not knowna priori. Almost all of these researches model
the motion during exposure as uniform velocity.5–9 The jus-
tification for such a model is that in various situations, t
motion does not change much during the short expos
time ~in real-time imaging, about 1/30 s!. When uniform
velocity motion is assumed, the blur identification proce
requires an approximation of only two parameters t
completely determines the blur: its extent and the direct
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in the image. When the image is truly blurred by a unifor
velocity motion, it is relatively easy to identify these p
rameters from the image.5,10 The problem with such an as
sumption is that it is not true in many practical situatio
such as vibrations. Although vibrations are a comm
problem in imaging systems, it is rarely considered in t
literature in the context of blur identification and imag
restoration from an image. The reason is probably the co
plicated and random nature of the vibrations MTF~Refs. 2,
3, 11, and 12!.

A new method recently developed10,13 called the ‘‘whit-
ening method’’ performs direct numerical identification
the blur function resulting from motion. Compared to oth
direct blur identification methods, this method showed b
ter identification performance.14 However, it was examined
only for the cases of uniform velocity motion and accele
ated velocity motion. Here, we use this method to deal w
the more complicated and common problem of image b
caused by vibrations, when the motion function is unkno
and only a single blurred image is given. Both high- a
low-frequency vibrations are considered.

A short analysis of sinusoidal motion blur, presenting
various appearances, is presented in Sec. 2. The princ
of the blur identification method are presented in Sec.
Section 4 shows the implementation and analysis of vib
tion blur identification, considering the various cases of
brations blur and its application to image restoration. Su
mary and conclusions appear in Sec. 5.

2 Sinusoidal Motion Blur

In a periodic sinusoidal motion, the relative motion b
tween the camera and the photographed object is

x~ t !5D cos 2pt/T0 , ~1!
2083© 2000 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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Fig. 1 Different LSF types considered with sinusoidal vibrations: (a) high-frequency vibrations, where
the exposure time is much longer than the vibration period; (b) high-frequency vibrations, where the
exposure time is not much longer than the vibration period; (c) low-frequency vibrations, where motion
direction does not change during the exposure time; and (d) low-frequency vibrations, where motion
direction does change (forward and backward) during exposure time.
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where D is the amplitude of the sinusoidal displaceme
andT0 is its period.

From an imaging aspect, sinusoidal vibrations are
vided into two types according to the relation between
exposure timete and the sinusoidal vibration temporal p
riod. Vibrations are considered high frequency when
vibration period is smaller than the exposure time, and
low frequency when the vibration period is larger than t
exposure time.2,3 For a given vibration amplitude, the high
frequency-vibration OTF is known. It is a closed-form e
pression based on the fact that the blur extent is the pea
peak sine wave displacement. However, the low-frequen
vibration OTF is random. Since it depends on the rand
instant during the vibration period wherein the expos
begins, the actual MTF is one of many possibilities that c
be much different from each other.2,3,11For high-frequency
vibrations (te@T0) the line spread function~LSF! can be
approximated by2,3:

LSFHF~x!5
1

p~D22x2!1/2, uxu,D, ~2!

wherex is the spatial coordinate. Equation~2! is an accu-
rate description of the LSF whente5nT0 , wheren is a
natural number. The OTF for this case is given by the F
rier transform of Eq.~2!. The absolute value of the OTF i
the MTF2:

MTFHF~u!5J0~2puD!, ~3!
neering, Vol. 39 No. 8, August 2000
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whereJ0 is zero-order Bessel function, andu is the spatial
frequency coordinate. The total blur extent for the hig
vibration-frequency case is the peak-to-peak displacem
which is 2D. The LSF in this case can completely be d
termined by the blur extent. Figures 1~a!–1~d! present some
different LSF types considered with sinusoidal vibration
The case of high frequency is shown in Fig. 1~a!. When the
exposure time is a little longer than the vibration perio
although the total blur extent is the same, the shape of
LSF is different. An example of such a case appears in F
1~b!. In both cases the vibration amplitude is 30 pixels.

The case of low vibration frequency involves time e
posures shorter than the vibration period. In this case,
blur function resulting from the motion is random and d
pends on the specific time in which exposure takes pl
during the vibration period. Since the motion in this case
a random portion of the sinusoidal vibration, the LSF
this motion is a random portion of the LSF described in E
~2!. The relation between the blur extent and the vibrat
amplitude is linear. However, nonlinear relations exist b
tween the blur extent and the other vibration parame
~the vibration period time, the exposure time, and the
ginning instance of exposure during vibration period!. De-
tailed analysis and formulation of these relations appea
Ref. 11. Here, these relations are presented mainly qua
tively. For a given vibration amplitude, period, and exp
sure time, the blur extent of a low-frequency-vibration ca
is limited according to2,11:

DF12cosS 2p

T0
D S te

2 D G<dLF<2D sinF S 2p

T0
D S te

2 D G . ~4!
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This blur extent is obviously smaller than the total 2D ex-
tent of that resulting from the complete vibration. Howev
in real-life situations the vibration amplitude in the low
frequency motion case is in many cases much greater
that of the high-frequency motion case. Figure 1 sho
examples of four different LSFs resulting from vibration
Figures 1~a! and 1~b! show examples of high-frequency
vibration LSFs where the vibration amplitude is 12 pixe
The difference between these two examples is the rela
between the exposure time and the vibration per
(te /T0). In Fig. 1~a!, the exposure time isn times the vi-
bration period, wheren is an integer@Eq. ~2!#, and in Fig.
1~b! the exposure time is 2.7 times the vibration perio
Figures 1~c! and 1~d! show examples of low-frequency
vibration LSFs where the vibration amplitude is 50 pixe
The difference between these two examples is the rela
(te /T0) and the beginning time of the exposure during t
vibration period. In the case of Fig. 1~c!, te /T0 is 0.1 and
the motion direction does not change during the expos
time, while in the case of Fig. 1~d!, te /T0 is 0.3 and the
motion direction does change~forward and backward! dur-
ing this time. Although the exposure time in Fig. 1~d! is
three times greater than in Fig. 1~c!, the blur extents create
in both cases are very close@31 pixels in Fig. 1~c! versus 35
pixels in Fig. 1~d!#. The reason is that the average of m
tion velocity in the case of Fig. 1~d! is about three times
smaller. In the LSF of Fig. 1~d!, there is a knee at the 10t
pixel. A knee in the LSF appears when forward and reve
movements of different lengths occur during the exposu
For a better description of the LSF in this case, we de
mine a second blur extent that ends at the location of
knee@from the 1st pixel through the 10th in Fig. 1~d!#. The
effect of this knee is discussed later.

3 Blur Identification Method

A recently developed10,13 blur identification method is
implemented here for the identification of the blur caus
by vibrations. The method is performed in a straightfo
ward manner without iterations and it uses as input inf
mation the blurred image only. The PSF of the blur is fi
identified and then used to restore the blurred image. T
method has shown a powerful ability to identify motio
blur from an image when compared to other straightf
ward methods.14

The blur identification here is based on the concept t
image correlation characteristics along the direction of m
tion are affected mostly by the blur and are different fro
the characteristics in other directions. By filtering t
blurred image we emphasize the PSF correlation prope
at the expense of those of the original image. For this p
pose a pseudo-image-whitening filter is implemented in
motion direction and perpendicular to it. A simple hig
pass filter can be used for this purpose. Prior to this op
tion, the motion direction is identified by measuring t
direction where the image resolution is maximally d
creased. Both PSF parameters~extent and direction! and a
PSF approximation are identified by this method.

After identifying the motion direction in the image,
high-pass~whitening! filter is implemented in the motion
direction and perpendicular to it. Implementation of suc
filter will form patterns similar to the high-pass-filtere
n

s

-

PSF, surrounded by extremely suppressed de-correlate
gions. The filtered image in the Fourier domainDG(u,v)
can then be formulated as

DG~u,v !5G~u,v !W~v !W~u!, ~5!

whereW(v) andW(u) are the pseudowhitening filters pe
pendicular to and in the motion direction that coincide w
the frequencyu axis. These patterns can be evaluated
performing an autocorrelation operation to all the filter
image lines in the motion direction, and then averag
them. Such operation also suppresses the noise stimu
by the whitening operations and causes cancellation of
relation properties left over from the original image th
can be different from one line to another. For many moti
blur cases, the blur extent is the distance between the ce
of the average autocorrelation and its global minimum.10

Since the average autocorrelation function is usua
similar to the autocorrelation of the filtered PSF, the d
crete Fourier transform of the average autocorrelationS̄DG
is also similar to the power spectrum of the filtered PS
i.e.,

S̄DG'SDPSF, ~6!

whereSDPSF(u)5uH(u)•W(u)u2 and H(u) is the Fourier
transform of the PSF, which is actually the OTF of th
motion blurring system.1,2 The MTF of the blur is the ab-
solute value1,2 of the OTF, and can be approximated fro
Eq. ~6! by13

MTF~u!'
@SDG~u!#1/2

uW~u!u
. ~7!

The PTF can be calculated from the MTF by15:

PTF~u!52
1

2p E
0

2p

ln $MTF~a!% cot
u2a

2
da. ~8!

Equation ~8! for the calculation of the PTF requires th
condition that the PSF is a minimum phase function, i.e
real, causal, and stable PSF. The OTF used to restore
blurred image is obtained by2:

H5MTF exp~ jPTF!. ~9!

The PSF is then obtained by inverse Fourier transform
the identified OTF.2

4 Identification of the Blur Caused by Vibrations

This section is divided into two parts: identification of th
blur extent, and identification of the blur function. Firs
this division is explained. To achieve optimal restoration
the blurred image, the complete description of the bl
which is its PSF, should be known. The goal of this work
to identify this information from the blurred image. How
ever, it is very hard to achieve a given reliable comple
2085Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 8, August 2000
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PSF from the blurred image. The blur extent in the imag
partial information that can be used to approximate
PSF. During the last 4 decades, almost all of the researc
motion blur identification from an image considered on
blur extent identification. In certain situations there
knowledge about the amplitude and frequency of the vib
tions, and the exposure time is usually known. In su
cases, identification of the blur extent can lead to a go
approximation of the PSF.

4.1 Identification of the Blur Extent

4.1.1 High-frequency vibrations

In this case, the original unblurred image presented in F
2 was blurred according to the high-frequency-vibrati
LSF described by Eq.~2! with blur extents varying from 2
to 160 pixels. The results of the blur extent identificati

Fig. 2 Original unblurred image.
2086 Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 8, August 2000
n

are plotted in Fig. 3 for two values of SNR: 30 and 25 d
It can be seen that for a 30-dB SNR all the blur extents
perfectly identified. However, for 25-dB SNR, a corre
identification was achieved only for blur extents from 0
43 pixels, and after that some errors appear as blur ex
increases. The reason is that as the blur extent increase
autocorrelation of the filtered blurred image expressed
its Fourier transformS̄DG is less affected by the correlatio
properties of the PSF because fewer PSF patterns ca
into the blurred image. Therefore,S̄DG is more affected by
the noise, the similarity expressed in Eq.~6! is decreased,
and so is the blur extent identification capability.

4.1.2 Low-frequency vibrations

The shape of the PSF in this case depends on the ran
instant the exposure begins during the vibration period (tx)
and the relation between the exposure time and the vi
tion period (te /T0). Therefore, to examine the blur exte
identification capability for the various motion portions in
vibration, the extents of vibration blurs were identified f
different values ofte /T0 , each, for different values oftx
changing with small increments throughout the vibrati
period. In each situation, the blur extent identified from t
image was compared to the true one. Examples of true
extent versus that identified appear in Figs. 4–7. The vib
tion amplitude was 50 pixels and a normally distribut
zero mean white noise forming a 40-dB SNR was added
each figure, the empty diamonds show the total exten
the true LSF and the empty squares show the sec
~smaller! true blur extent starting from the knee if it exist
In most of the cases@such as the example in Fig. 1~c!#, a
second blur extent does not exist and therefore is re
sented by a square located on the horizontal zero a
When a knee does appear in the LSF@such as the example
in Fig. 1~d!#, the second blur extent starting from that kn
Fig. 3 Blur extent identification results for high-frequency horizontal vibration blurs, extending from 2
to 160 pixels. The image size is 3203200 pixels.
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Fig. 4 True blur extents represented by empty diamonds and squares, versus identified blur extents
represented by stars and points. The imaging parameters are: vibration amplitude is 50 pixels,
te /T050.02, and SNR540 dB.
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is represented by a square located above the horizontal
axis. The blur extents identified from the blurred image
represented by the stars and the points. When a knee
not exist in the LSF, the stars represent the identified L
extent. When a knee does exist in the LSF, the stars re
sent the identified second extent starting from the knee,
the points represent the total LSF extent. We can see f
the graphs that almost all of the blur extents are perfe
identified from the image~when a star or a point is locate
o

s

-

inside a diamond or a square!. We can also see that a kne
in the LSF exists only when the exposure time is not mu
smaller than the vibration period.

When the noise is increased to 35 dB, few blur exte
identification mistakes occur for the higher values
te /T0 . Few more identification mistakes appear when

noise is increased to 30 dB. However, as the relationte /T0

is smaller, the identification is less sensitive to noise. F
Fig. 5 Same as Fig. 4, but with te /T050.1.
2087Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 8, August 2000
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Fig. 6 Same as Fig. 4, but with te /T050.2.
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the case ofte /T050.02, the blur identification results fo
20 dB SNR are the same as for 40 dB SNR~Fig. 4!.

4.2 Identification of the Blur Function and Image
Restoration

The blur function is expressed here by the MTF and
PTF, which form the OTF@Eq. ~9!# that is the Fourier
transform of the PSF. These quantities express the pro
ties of the blurring process as a function of the spatial f
quency and therefore give a profound description of its
fect on the image.2 Figure 8 shows an example of blu
neering, Vol. 39 No. 8, August 2000
-

identification and image restoration results for a case
high frequency vibration blur. The original image as it a
pears in Fig. 2 was degraded by a high-frequency-vibrat
blur with 24-pixel blur extent@as shown in Fig. 1~a!# and
30-dB SNR. The identified MTF and PTF were obtain
using Eqs.~7! and ~8!, respectively. As a result of a non
ideal MTF identification, the identified PTF is usual
shifted with regard to the true one. Therefore, the PTF w
normalized to be zero at the point of zero frequency. O
erwise, a shift of gray-level values would be observed
the restored image. Figures 8~c! and 8~d! present the iden-
Fig. 7 Same as Fig. 4, but with te /T050.4.
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Fig. 8 Results of blur identification and image restoration: (a) image degraded by high-frequency-
vibration blur with 24-pixel blur extent and 30-dB SNR, (b) the restored image using the identified blur
function, (c) the true MTF versus the identified MTF, and (d) the true PTF versus the identified PTF.
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tified versus the true MTF and PTF, respectively. The
stored image appears in Fig. 8~b! and was obtained using
simplified Wiener filter using the OTF that is calculated
Eq. ~9!. The restoration result can be evaluated by comp
ing it to the blurred version in Fig. 8~a! relative to the ideal
image in Fig. 2, which would be obtained approximately
the image would be restored with the true OTF.

The quality of the improved image and its resemblan
to the original image depend directly on how similar t
identified blur function is to the true one. For a 30-dB SN
successful blur identification and image restoration can
obtained for horizontal blurs of high-frequency vibratio
with extents up to half the image size. However, as
noise increases, the similarity between the identified
the true blur decreases, as with the blur extent identifica
shown in Fig. 3.

Examples of blur identification and image restoration
cases of low-frequency vibrations are presented in F
9–11. In all examples, the image was degraded by a por
of a vibration period with a 50-pixel amplitude and an a
ditive noise forming a 30-dB SNR. In Figs. 9 and 10 t
relationte /T0 is 0.1, but the difference between them is t
instant during the vibration period where the expos
starts. In Fig. 9, this instant is at the beginning of the cos
vibration period (tx50), forming a 10-pixel blur extent. In
Fig. 10, the exposure starts at 0.2T0 , forming a 31-pixel
blur extent, as shown in Fig. 2~c!. In Fig. 11, the relation
te /T0 is 0.3 andtx is 0.4T0 . Such conditions cause a kne
in the LSF forming a total of 35 pixel blur extent and
second extent of 10 pixels ending at the knee. The P
created in this case is shown in Fig. 2~d!.

In the case of low-frequency blur, improvement of t
degraded image can be achieved for blurs up to half
.

image size. However, the quality of the restored image
creases slowly as the blur size increases.

5 Summary and Conclusions

This paper deals with the problem of image motion b
caused by sinusoidal vibrations. Given only the single
brated image, identification of the motion blur and resto
tion of the image using the identified results were p
formed. Properties of the blur such as its shape and ex
are dependent on the relations between the exposure t
the vibration period, and the beginning exposure time d
ing the vibration period. These properties were examin
here in the context of blur identification. In the case
high-frequency vibrations, where the exposure time is lo
relative to the vibration period, reliable identification of th
blur extent and a good approximation of the blur functi
can be achieved for SNRs higher than 30 dB. In the cas
low-frequency vibrations, where the exposure time is sh
relative to the vibration period, two possible situations we
observed and considered. One is a continuous LSF, w
motion during exposure is in one direction, and the othe
a noncontinuous LSF, where motion changes its direct
during the exposure, which gives rise to a knee in the L
In the noncontinuous case, both the total LSF extent
the blur extent starting at the knee were identified from
blurred image. Identification of the blur function in the low
frequency case and restoration of the image were p
formed also for much different blur situations includin
continuous and noncontinuous PSF cases.
2089Optical Engineering, Vol. 39 No. 8, August 2000
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Fig. 9 Results of blur identification and image restoration: (a) image degraded by low-frequency-
vibration blur with 50-pixel amplitude, te /T050.1, tx50.2T0 , and SNR530 dB; (b) the restored image
using the identified blur function; (c) the true MTF versus the identified MTF, and (d) the true PTF
versus the identified PTF.

Fig. 10 Same as Fig. 9, but with tx50.
neering, Vol. 39 No. 8, August 2000
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Fig. 11 Same as Fig. 9, but with te /T050.3 and tx50.4T0 forming an LSF with a knee.
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